Deleterious effects of an environmental noise on sleep and contribution of its physical components in a rat model.
Sleep disturbances induced by environmental noise (EN) exposure are now well admitted. However, many contradictory conclusions and discrepancies have been reported, resulting from uncontrolled human factors or the use of artificial noises (pure tone). Thus, the development of an animal model appears to be a useful strategy for determining whether EN is deleterious to sleep. The aims of this study were: (i) to confirm the effects of noise on sleep in a rat model; and (ii) to determine the most deleterious physical component of noise regarding sleep structure. For this purpose, rats were exposed during 24 h either to EN or to artificial broad-band noises [either continuous broad-band noise (CBBN) or intermittent broad-band noise (IBBN)]. All the noises decrease both slow wave sleep (SWS) and paradoxical sleep (PS) amounts during the first hours of exposure. However, CBBN acts indirectly on PS through a reduction of SWS bout duration, whereas IBBN and EN disturb directly and more strongly both SWS and PS. Finally, EN fragments SWS and decreases PS amount during the dark period, whereas IBBN only fragments PS. These results demonstrate the validity and suitability of a rodent model for studying the effects of noise on sleep and definitively show that sleep is disturbed by EN exposure. Two physical factors seem to be implicated: the intermittency and the frequency spectrum of the noise events, which both induce long-lasting sleep disturbances. An additive effect of frequency spectrum to intermittency tends to abolish all possible adaptations to EN exposure. Since sleep is involved in cognitive processes, such disturbances could lead to cognitive deficits.